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•absolute neutrino mass observables

•are sterile neutrinos at the eV-scale still interesting?

•are non-standard neutrino interactions interesting? 

•are TeV-scale neutrino models interesting?

• is type-I seesaw our „default“ choice?

Proposed questions 
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Absolute neutrino mass observables
Neutrino oscillations Absolute neutrino mass

Absolute neutrino mass
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Figure 2: Posterior likelihood function from simulated future data (EUCLID+Planck CMB). The left

panel shows the posterior likelihood function for ⌃ for a fiducial model with one massive neutrino with

m⌫ = 0.06 eV and two massless neutrinos. We indicate the predicted values for NO and IO in the case of

m
0

= 0; the width of the lines corresponds to ±2� uncertainty due to current oscillation data. The gray

shaded region indicates the one-sided upper bound on ⌃ at 95% CL (flat prior in ⌃). The right panel shows

the posterior likelihood as a function of m
0

for NO and IO with appropriate relative normalization.

as above we transform the likelihood now into a likelihood for m
0

assuming either NO or IO,

see right panel. We ignore the small e↵ects of the di↵erent orderings of the neutrino masses

and use the same likelihood to describe both normal and inverted orderings. As mentioned

above this should be an excellent approximation for the used data set. The relative posterior

likelihood for NO and IO is given by the ratio of the areas under the two curves. Assuming

equal prior probabilities for NO and IO we obtain a probability for IO according to eq. (2.2)

of 8%, which corresponds to posterior odds of NO versus IO of approximately 12:1.

4 Sensitivity estimates with a Gaussian toy likelihood

From fig. 2 one can see that the likelihood function as a function of ⌃ is close to Gaussian.

This is certainly true for the simulated EUCLID data, but holds approximately also for

present data. To estimate the required accuracy needed on ⌃ to exclude IO we assume

therefore that the likelihood function from cosmology can be approximated by

L(⌃obs|m
0

, O) =
1p
2⇡�

exp


�(⌃obs � ⌃(m

0

, O))2

2�2

�
(4.1)

where ⌃(m
0

, O) is given in eq. (1.1), and �2 = �2

osc

+ �2

obs

, with �
osc

(m
0

, O) being the error

on ⌃ induced by the uncertainty on the mass-squared di↵erences according to eq. (1.2), and

�
obs

is the accuracy on ⌃ assumed for the cosmological data. From eq. (1.3) we see that

�
osc

is below 1 meV for both orderings and m
0

= 0. For non-zero m
0

, �
osc

is even smaller.

Hence, for �
obs

& 0.01 eV, the uncertainty on ⌃ from oscillation data is negligible.
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Figure 1: Posterior likelihood function from current data (Planck+BAO+H
0

). The left panel shows the

posterior likelihood function for ⌃, where we indicate the predicted values for NO and IO in the case of

m
0

= 0; the width of the lines corresponds to ±2� uncertainty due to current oscillation data. The gray

shaded region indicates the one-sided upper bound on ⌃ at 95% CL (flat prior in ⌃). The right panel shows

the posterior likelihood as a function of m
0

for NO and IO with appropriate relative normalization. The

dashed, dot-dashed, solid curves correspond to the approximation that 1, 2, 3 massive neutrinos contribute

to ⌃ (see text for details).

none of these scenarios actually corresponds to the realistic cases of NO or IO with mass-

squared di↵erences constrained by oscillations. However, the spread in the results will be

indicative for our assumption that cosmology is sensitive only to ⌃. Indeed we confirm that

within the numerical accuracy all three models lead to an upper bound of 0.14 eV (95% CL).

The posterior likelihood function is shown in fig. 1. The left panel shows the likelihood

as a function of ⌃, and we indicate the predicted values for ⌃ for NO and IO assuming

m
0

= 0, as well as the 95% CL upper bound on ⌃, assuming a flat prior in ⌃ � 0. Note

that the region of largest likelihood, for ⌃ < 59 meV, is actually unphysical, since such small

values for the sum of the neutrino masses are inconsistent with neutrino oscillation data.

Hence, this region will be cut away once the sum is expressed using eq. (1.1) and imposing

the physical requirement of m
0

� 0.

In order to apply eq. (2.2) to calculate the probability of IO vs NO we translate the

likelihood into a posterior likelihood as a function of m
0

by using eq. (1.1).2 The resulting

likelihoods are shown in the right panel of fig. 1. The posterior odds for NO versus IO are

given by the ratio of the integrals over those two curves weighted by the prior probabilities

for the orderings. Assuming equal prior probabilities for NO and IO, eq. (2.2) leads to a

probability for IO of pI = 0.35, which corresponds to posterior odds for NO versus IO of

about 1.9:1. Clearly, using even quite restrictive assumptions about the cosmological model

2We neglect the uncertainty induced by the uncertainty on the mass-squared di↵erences from oscillation

data. For an accuracy on ⌃ larger than 0.01 eV this is an excellent approximation, see also sec. 4.
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Mass ordering from cosmology
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eV-scale sterile neutrinosThe Impact of IC on Global Fits to Sterile ‹

Update Global fit to ( )
‹ µ disappearance

MD, Kopp, Machado, Maltoni, Martinez, Schwetz, in preperation
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New experiments are compatible with the reactor anomaly and slightly increase

the significance for the sterile neutrino:

Flux Fixed ��2
no�osc

= 10.62; 2.8�(C .L.)

Flux Free ��2
no�osc

= 5.34; 1.8�(C .L.)
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•phenomenological parameterization

•new interactions relative to standard weak 
interaction

• rich phenomenology (oscillation physics, new CP 
phases, „confusion“ problem, astrophysics,…)

Nonstandard interactions

talk by M. Sen, L. Duarte, huge literature,….
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NSI constraints from oscillation data

• limits of few %, 

•exceptions: εeτ, εee-εμμ

90% CL 3�

Param. best-fit LMA LMA� LMA-D LMA LMA� LMA-D

"uee � "uµµ +0.298 [+0.00,+0.51] � [�1.19,�0.81] [�0.09,+0.71] � [�1.40,�0.68]

"u⌧⌧ � "uµµ +0.001 [�0.01,+0.03] [�0.03,+0.03] [�0.03,+0.20] [�0.19,+0.20]

"ueµ �0.021 [�0.09,+0.04] [�0.09,+0.10] [�0.16,+0.11] [�0.16,+0.17]

"ue⌧ +0.021 [�0.14,+0.14] [�0.15,+0.14] [�0.40,+0.30] [�0.40,+0.40]

"uµ⌧ �0.001 [�0.01,+0.01] [�0.01,+0.01] [�0.03,+0.03] [�0.03,+0.03]

"uD �0.140 [�0.24,�0.01] � [+0.40,+0.58] [�0.34,+0.04] � [+0.34,+0.67]

"uN �0.030 [�0.14,+0.13] [�0.15,+0.13] [�0.29,+0.21] [�0.29,+0.21]

"dee � "dµµ +0.310 [+0.02,+0.51] � [�1.17,�1.03] [�0.10,+0.71] � [�1.44,�0.87]

"d⌧⌧ � "dµµ +0.001 [�0.01,+0.03] [�0.01,+0.03] [�0.03,+0.19] [�0.16,+0.19]

"deµ �0.023 [�0.09,+0.04] [�0.09,+0.08] [�0.16,+0.11] [�0.16,+0.17]

"de⌧ +0.023 [�0.13,+0.14] [�0.13,+0.14] [�0.38,+0.29] [�0.38,+0.35]

"dµ⌧ �0.001 [�0.01,+0.01] [�0.01,+0.01] [�0.03,+0.03] [�0.03,+0.03]

"dD �0.145 [�0.25,�0.02] � [+0.49,+0.57] [�0.34,+0.05] � [+0.42,+0.70]

"dN �0.036 [�0.14,+0.12] [�0.14,+0.12] [�0.28,+0.21] [�0.28,+0.21]

Table 1. 90% and 3� allowed ranges for the matter potential parameters "f↵� for f = u, d as
obtained from the global analysis of oscillation data. The results are obtained after marginalizing
over oscillation and the other matter potential parameters either within the LMA only and within
either LMA or LMA-D subspaces respectively. The numbers quoted are the SNO-poly variant of
the solar analysis. See text for details.

5 Summary

In this article we have quantified our current knowledge of the size and flavor structure of the

matter background e↵ects in the evolution of solar, atmospheric, reactor and LBL neutrinos

based solely on a global analysis of oscillation data. It complements the study in Ref. [54]

where the analysis of the matter potential was perform only considering atmospheric and

LBL neutrinos.

After briefly presenting the most general parametrization of the matter potential and

its connection with non-standard neutrino interactions (NSI), we have focused on the anal-

ysis of solar and KamLAND data. We have found (see Fig. 2) that the fit always prefers

some non-standard value of the matter potential parameters, while the SM potential lies at

a ��2 ⇠ 5–8 depending on the details of the analysis. This is consequence of the fact that

none of the experiments sensitive to 8B neutrinos has provided so far evidence of the low

energy turn-up of the spectrum predicted in the standard LMA MSW solution (see Fig. 3).

We have also found in that the present analysis still allows for two disconnected regions in

the parameter space, the “standard” LMA region and the “dark side” LMA-D (see Fig. 1),

and that the statistical di↵erence between both solutions never exceeds ��2 = 1.4. Al-

though the LMA-D solution requires rather large values of the matter parameters, we have

shown (and latter quantified in Sec. 4) that it is still fully compatible with the bounds from

atmospheric and LBL oscillation data.
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In this article we have quantified our current knowledge of the size and flavor structure of the

matter background e↵ects in the evolution of solar, atmospheric, reactor and LBL neutrinos

based solely on a global analysis of oscillation data. It complements the study in Ref. [54]

where the analysis of the matter potential was perform only considering atmospheric and

LBL neutrinos.

After briefly presenting the most general parametrization of the matter potential and
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ysis of solar and KamLAND data. We have found (see Fig. 2) that the fit always prefers
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energy turn-up of the spectrum predicted in the standard LMA MSW solution (see Fig. 3).
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Figure 6. Dependence of the ��2 function for the global analysis of solar, atmospheric, reactor
and LBL data on the NSI parameters "f↵� for f = u (upper panels) and f = d (lower panels), for
both LMA and LMA-D regions and the two variants of the SNO analysis, as labeled in the figure.

ter potential parameters "fD and "fN relevant in the propagation of solar and KamLAND

neutrinos. In both figures we display separately the results of the marginalization in the

LMA and the LMA-D regions of the parameter space, as well as both the SNO-data and

SNO-poly variants of the solar analysis. From these figures we derive the 90% and 3�

allowed ranges for the NSI parameters implied by the global analysis, which we summarize

in Table 1. The results in this table correspond to the SNO-poly analysis and have been

obtained for real matter potential parameters. As discussed in Sec. 2, in such a case only

the relative sign of the various "f↵ 6=� and the vacuum mixing angles can be determined by

oscillations. Thus strictly speaking once the results are marginalized with respect to all

other parameters in the most general parameter space, the oscillation analysis can only

provide bounds on |"f↵ 6=� |. Still, for the sake of completeness we have decided to retain

in Table 1 the signs of the non-diagonal "f↵ 6=� , which is correct as long as such signs are

understood to be relative vacuum-matter quantities and not intrinsic NSI features.

Neutrino scattering experiments such as CHARM [94, 95], CDHSW [96] and NuTeV [97]

are sensitive to NSI with u and d, and can therefore yield information on "f↵� [98]. In

Ref. [73] it was found that the combination with CHARM scattering results [94, 95] for

f = d substantially lifts the statistical di↵erence between LMA and LMA-D. Although a

rigorous combined analysis of the oscillation results presented here with those from scatter-

– 15 –
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NSI constraints from oscillation data

• limits of few %, 

•exceptions: εeτ, εee-εμμ
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"uD �0.140 [�0.24,�0.01] � [+0.40,+0.58] [�0.34,+0.04] � [+0.34,+0.67]

"uN �0.030 [�0.14,+0.13] [�0.15,+0.13] [�0.29,+0.21] [�0.29,+0.21]

"dee � "dµµ +0.310 [+0.02,+0.51] � [�1.17,�1.03] [�0.10,+0.71] � [�1.44,�0.87]

"d⌧⌧ � "dµµ +0.001 [�0.01,+0.03] [�0.01,+0.03] [�0.03,+0.19] [�0.16,+0.19]
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Table 1. 90% and 3� allowed ranges for the matter potential parameters "f↵� for f = u, d as
obtained from the global analysis of oscillation data. The results are obtained after marginalizing
over oscillation and the other matter potential parameters either within the LMA only and within
either LMA or LMA-D subspaces respectively. The numbers quoted are the SNO-poly variant of
the solar analysis. See text for details.
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where the analysis of the matter potential was perform only considering atmospheric and

LBL neutrinos.

After briefly presenting the most general parametrization of the matter potential and

its connection with non-standard neutrino interactions (NSI), we have focused on the anal-

ysis of solar and KamLAND data. We have found (see Fig. 2) that the fit always prefers

some non-standard value of the matter potential parameters, while the SM potential lies at

a ��2 ⇠ 5–8 depending on the details of the analysis. This is consequence of the fact that

none of the experiments sensitive to 8B neutrinos has provided so far evidence of the low

energy turn-up of the spectrum predicted in the standard LMA MSW solution (see Fig. 3).

We have also found in that the present analysis still allows for two disconnected regions in

the parameter space, the “standard” LMA region and the “dark side” LMA-D (see Fig. 1),

and that the statistical di↵erence between both solutions never exceeds ��2 = 1.4. Al-

though the LMA-D solution requires rather large values of the matter parameters, we have

shown (and latter quantified in Sec. 4) that it is still fully compatible with the bounds from

atmospheric and LBL oscillation data.
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Table 1. 90% and 3� allowed ranges for the matter potential parameters "f↵� for f = u, d as
obtained from the global analysis of oscillation data. The results are obtained after marginalizing
over oscillation and the other matter potential parameters either within the LMA only and within
either LMA or LMA-D subspaces respectively. The numbers quoted are the SNO-poly variant of
the solar analysis. See text for details.

5 Summary

In this article we have quantified our current knowledge of the size and flavor structure of the

matter background e↵ects in the evolution of solar, atmospheric, reactor and LBL neutrinos

based solely on a global analysis of oscillation data. It complements the study in Ref. [54]

where the analysis of the matter potential was perform only considering atmospheric and

LBL neutrinos.

After briefly presenting the most general parametrization of the matter potential and

its connection with non-standard neutrino interactions (NSI), we have focused on the anal-

ysis of solar and KamLAND data. We have found (see Fig. 2) that the fit always prefers

some non-standard value of the matter potential parameters, while the SM potential lies at

a ��2 ⇠ 5–8 depending on the details of the analysis. This is consequence of the fact that

none of the experiments sensitive to 8B neutrinos has provided so far evidence of the low

energy turn-up of the spectrum predicted in the standard LMA MSW solution (see Fig. 3).

We have also found in that the present analysis still allows for two disconnected regions in

the parameter space, the “standard” LMA region and the “dark side” LMA-D (see Fig. 1),

and that the statistical di↵erence between both solutions never exceeds ��2 = 1.4. Al-

though the LMA-D solution requires rather large values of the matter parameters, we have

shown (and latter quantified in Sec. 4) that it is still fully compatible with the bounds from

atmospheric and LBL oscillation data.
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Figure 6. Dependence of the ��2 function for the global analysis of solar, atmospheric, reactor
and LBL data on the NSI parameters "f↵� for f = u (upper panels) and f = d (lower panels), for
both LMA and LMA-D regions and the two variants of the SNO analysis, as labeled in the figure.

ter potential parameters "fD and "fN relevant in the propagation of solar and KamLAND

neutrinos. In both figures we display separately the results of the marginalization in the

LMA and the LMA-D regions of the parameter space, as well as both the SNO-data and

SNO-poly variants of the solar analysis. From these figures we derive the 90% and 3�

allowed ranges for the NSI parameters implied by the global analysis, which we summarize

in Table 1. The results in this table correspond to the SNO-poly analysis and have been

obtained for real matter potential parameters. As discussed in Sec. 2, in such a case only

the relative sign of the various "f↵ 6=� and the vacuum mixing angles can be determined by

oscillations. Thus strictly speaking once the results are marginalized with respect to all

other parameters in the most general parameter space, the oscillation analysis can only

provide bounds on |"f↵ 6=� |. Still, for the sake of completeness we have decided to retain

in Table 1 the signs of the non-diagonal "f↵ 6=� , which is correct as long as such signs are

understood to be relative vacuum-matter quantities and not intrinsic NSI features.

Neutrino scattering experiments such as CHARM [94, 95], CDHSW [96] and NuTeV [97]

are sensitive to NSI with u and d, and can therefore yield information on "f↵� [98]. In

Ref. [73] it was found that the combination with CHARM scattering results [94, 95] for

f = d substantially lifts the statistical di↵erence between LMA and LMA-D. Although a

rigorous combined analysis of the oscillation results presented here with those from scatter-
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Table 1. 90% and 3� allowed ranges for the matter potential parameters "f↵� for f = u, d as
obtained from the global analysis of oscillation data. The results are obtained after marginalizing
over oscillation and the other matter potential parameters either within the LMA only and within
either LMA or LMA-D subspaces respectively. The numbers quoted are the SNO-poly variant of
the solar analysis. See text for details.

5 Summary

In this article we have quantified our current knowledge of the size and flavor structure of the

matter background e↵ects in the evolution of solar, atmospheric, reactor and LBL neutrinos

based solely on a global analysis of oscillation data. It complements the study in Ref. [54]

where the analysis of the matter potential was perform only considering atmospheric and

LBL neutrinos.

After briefly presenting the most general parametrization of the matter potential and

its connection with non-standard neutrino interactions (NSI), we have focused on the anal-

ysis of solar and KamLAND data. We have found (see Fig. 2) that the fit always prefers

some non-standard value of the matter potential parameters, while the SM potential lies at

a ��2 ⇠ 5–8 depending on the details of the analysis. This is consequence of the fact that

none of the experiments sensitive to 8B neutrinos has provided so far evidence of the low

energy turn-up of the spectrum predicted in the standard LMA MSW solution (see Fig. 3).

We have also found in that the present analysis still allows for two disconnected regions in

the parameter space, the “standard” LMA region and the “dark side” LMA-D (see Fig. 1),

and that the statistical di↵erence between both solutions never exceeds ��2 = 1.4. Al-

though the LMA-D solution requires rather large values of the matter parameters, we have

shown (and latter quantified in Sec. 4) that it is still fully compatible with the bounds from

atmospheric and LBL oscillation data.
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obtained from the global analysis of oscillation data. The results are obtained after marginalizing
over oscillation and the other matter potential parameters either within the LMA only and within
either LMA or LMA-D subspaces respectively. The numbers quoted are the SNO-poly variant of
the solar analysis. See text for details.

5 Summary

In this article we have quantified our current knowledge of the size and flavor structure of the

matter background e↵ects in the evolution of solar, atmospheric, reactor and LBL neutrinos

based solely on a global analysis of oscillation data. It complements the study in Ref. [54]

where the analysis of the matter potential was perform only considering atmospheric and

LBL neutrinos.

After briefly presenting the most general parametrization of the matter potential and

its connection with non-standard neutrino interactions (NSI), we have focused on the anal-

ysis of solar and KamLAND data. We have found (see Fig. 2) that the fit always prefers

some non-standard value of the matter potential parameters, while the SM potential lies at

a ��2 ⇠ 5–8 depending on the details of the analysis. This is consequence of the fact that

none of the experiments sensitive to 8B neutrinos has provided so far evidence of the low

energy turn-up of the spectrum predicted in the standard LMA MSW solution (see Fig. 3).

We have also found in that the present analysis still allows for two disconnected regions in

the parameter space, the “standard” LMA region and the “dark side” LMA-D (see Fig. 1),

and that the statistical di↵erence between both solutions never exceeds ��2 = 1.4. Al-

though the LMA-D solution requires rather large values of the matter parameters, we have

shown (and latter quantified in Sec. 4) that it is still fully compatible with the bounds from

atmospheric and LBL oscillation data.
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Figure 6. Dependence of the ��2 function for the global analysis of solar, atmospheric, reactor
and LBL data on the NSI parameters "f↵� for f = u (upper panels) and f = d (lower panels), for
both LMA and LMA-D regions and the two variants of the SNO analysis, as labeled in the figure.

ter potential parameters "fD and "fN relevant in the propagation of solar and KamLAND

neutrinos. In both figures we display separately the results of the marginalization in the

LMA and the LMA-D regions of the parameter space, as well as both the SNO-data and

SNO-poly variants of the solar analysis. From these figures we derive the 90% and 3�

allowed ranges for the NSI parameters implied by the global analysis, which we summarize

in Table 1. The results in this table correspond to the SNO-poly analysis and have been

obtained for real matter potential parameters. As discussed in Sec. 2, in such a case only

the relative sign of the various "f↵ 6=� and the vacuum mixing angles can be determined by

oscillations. Thus strictly speaking once the results are marginalized with respect to all

other parameters in the most general parameter space, the oscillation analysis can only

provide bounds on |"f↵ 6=� |. Still, for the sake of completeness we have decided to retain

in Table 1 the signs of the non-diagonal "f↵ 6=� , which is correct as long as such signs are

understood to be relative vacuum-matter quantities and not intrinsic NSI features.

Neutrino scattering experiments such as CHARM [94, 95], CDHSW [96] and NuTeV [97]

are sensitive to NSI with u and d, and can therefore yield information on "f↵� [98]. In

Ref. [73] it was found that the combination with CHARM scattering results [94, 95] for

f = d substantially lifts the statistical di↵erence between LMA and LMA-D. Although a

rigorous combined analysis of the oscillation results presented here with those from scatter-
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Figure 6. Dependence of the ��2 function for the global analysis of solar, atmospheric, reactor
and LBL data on the NSI parameters "f↵� for f = u (upper panels) and f = d (lower panels), for
both LMA and LMA-D regions and the two variants of the SNO analysis, as labeled in the figure.

ter potential parameters "fD and "fN relevant in the propagation of solar and KamLAND

neutrinos. In both figures we display separately the results of the marginalization in the

LMA and the LMA-D regions of the parameter space, as well as both the SNO-data and

SNO-poly variants of the solar analysis. From these figures we derive the 90% and 3�

allowed ranges for the NSI parameters implied by the global analysis, which we summarize

in Table 1. The results in this table correspond to the SNO-poly analysis and have been

obtained for real matter potential parameters. As discussed in Sec. 2, in such a case only

the relative sign of the various "f↵ 6=� and the vacuum mixing angles can be determined by

oscillations. Thus strictly speaking once the results are marginalized with respect to all

other parameters in the most general parameter space, the oscillation analysis can only

provide bounds on |"f↵ 6=� |. Still, for the sake of completeness we have decided to retain

in Table 1 the signs of the non-diagonal "f↵ 6=� , which is correct as long as such signs are

understood to be relative vacuum-matter quantities and not intrinsic NSI features.

Neutrino scattering experiments such as CHARM [94, 95], CDHSW [96] and NuTeV [97]

are sensitive to NSI with u and d, and can therefore yield information on "f↵� [98]. In

Ref. [73] it was found that the combination with CHARM scattering results [94, 95] for

f = d substantially lifts the statistical di↵erence between LMA and LMA-D. Although a

rigorous combined analysis of the oscillation results presented here with those from scatter-
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Is this interesting at all?

explicit expample for O(1) NSI: Farzan 15; Farzan, Shoemaker, 15

•not gauge invariant

•generically not directly related to neutrino mass 
generation (dim-6,8,.. vs dim-5,7,…)

•strong constraints from charged leptons

•can we expect under any circumstance O(1) NSI?  

• light mediators ~ 10 MeV?

Biggio, Blennow, Fernandez-Martinez, …
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•Tiplet, Zee, Zee-Babu, Ma, L-R,…

•testable at LHC, LFV

•are they theoretically motivated?

•L-number violation at TeV:  
is it a challenge for Baryogenesis? 

TeV scale neutrino mass models
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• Is it the „default“ model?

•Does it make sense without SUSY?  
contribution to EW fine-tuning vs Leptogenesis, 
hierarchy problem: EW ↔ seesaw ↔ GUT

• Is low-scale type-I preferred (as low as GeV)?

Type-I seesaw


